Inverse gene expression profiling was recently shown to help drug repositioning. We showed that this approach works best for cancer and predicted novel drug candidates that may reduce metastasis in colorectal cancer. Antimetastatic activity of our predicted candidate, citalopram, was validated in an orthotopic mouse model of metastatic colorectal cancer.
With recent advances in high-throughput technologies, data from large-scale studies are now emerging that allow us to characterize the genomic and molecular basis of disease on an unprecedented scale. 1 Specifically, gene expression profiling is a powerful tool that summarizes the molecular phenotypes of disease as transcriptional signatures. These signatures provide a common language by which diseases can be functionally linked with drug-induced gene expression profiles 2 ( Fig. 1) . It has been suggested that drugs with an expression response that inversely correlates to the disease profile might actually ameliorate the disease phenotype. A recent study by Sirota et al. applied this concept to 100 diseases and showed overall enrichment of known drug-disease indications among anti-correlated disease-drug profiles. 3 The clinical value of this approach was further demonstrated with the experimental validation of several drug repositioning predictions such as the antiulcer agent cimetidine for non-small cell lung cancer, 3 and the antidepressant imipramine and the antiemetine promethazine for small cell lung cancer. 4 The success of this approach is strongly dependent on the reference expression compendia profiling a wide variety of drug-like molecules (Fig. 1) . The largest public resource available for this purpose is the Connectivity Map (CMap), which contains gene expression profiles from 4 human cancer cell lines treated with more than 1,300 drugs. 2 In order to analyze this large-scale heterogeneous data set we previously developed a batch correction procedure that improved the comparability of expression measurements across batches, thereby enhancing data quality for further analysis. 5 In a more recent study, we set out to evaluate the validity of the inverse signature approach for individual diseases using known drug-disease indications. 6 Our analysis was able to recapitulate antineoplastic agents for multiple cancer types, but showed poor performance for other diseases. Thus, although there is an overall enrichment of drug-disease indications among anti-correlated profiles, these indications are not evenly distributed among diseases. Among 40 diseases included in the analysis, the inverse signature approach was most successful for colorectal, brain, small-cell lung, and ovarian cancers and soft tissue sarcoma. This predilection for cancer might be partially explained by the fact that the CMap reference profiles were generated in a limited set of cancer cell lines.
Encouraged by the promising results for cancer, we decided to focus our analysis on colorectal cancer (CRC), which is the fourth leading cause of cancer death globally. 7 The main clinical concern in CRC is the development of metastasis, which occurs in 50-60% of patients after the initial diagnosis. 8 Although surgical intervention improves the outcome of patients with non-metastatic disease, the survival rate of CRC patients decreases dramatically with metastatic spread to distant organs. Therefore, there is a clinical need for new antimigratory agents to decrease the incidence of tumor dissemination during the course of CRC.
To address this need, we sought to apply the inverse signature approach to the prediction of antimigratory drugs against colorectal cancer. For this purpose, we first selected a transcriptional signature 9 derived from a comparison between metastatic and early-stage nonmetastatic colorectal cancers. This signature represents the molecular phenotype of metastatic colorectal cancer rather than general processes related to cancer such as proliferation. We next queried the metastasis signature against the reference CMap collection to predict antimetastatic compounds. Our top predictions were already reported in the literature to have anti-migratory and/or anti-metastatic activity in cancer cells, thus validating this approach. Detailed investigation of expression profiles for the top drug candidates revealed heterogeneity in the regulation of the metastasis signature. For example, we observed that expression of fibronectin 1 and its receptor integrin b 5 was strongly downregulated only by a subset of drug candidates. Therefore, we performed hierarchical clustering to define robust expression patterns that were coherently regulated by drug candidates (Fig. 1) . This clustering guided us in the selection of more relevant drug candidates that exert similar expression responses to known antimetastatic compounds. Finally, we chose 3 novel drug repositioning candidates for further experimental investigation. The selected candidates-citalopram (antidepressant), enilconazole (antifungal), and troglitazone (antidiabetic)-not only have similar profiles to those of known antimetastatic drugs, but also share the same mode of action through inhibition of TGF-b signaling. 6 In the last part of our study, we experimentally assessed the antimetastatic activity of drug candidates. First, the inhibitory effects of citalopram, enilconazole, and troglitazone on migration were demonstrated with an in vitro assay conducted in HCT 116 and HT-29 human CRC cells. We next checked whether drug treatment has any undesirable stimulatory effect on tumor growth and found that all 3 compounds had antiproliferative effects in cell culture and a mouse xenograft tumor model. Last, we examined the effect of citalopram in an orthotopic mouse model, a clinically relevant model that recapitulates the metastatic cascade of colorectal cancer. 10 In accordance with our prediction, the number of circulating tumor cells and the number of metastases in distant organs (e.g., liver) were significantly lower in citalopram-treated mice compared to control mice. This illustrates the therapeutic potential of citalopram and proposes citalopram (antidepressant) as a preventive measure against the metastatic progression of colorectal cancer. Beyond the examples presented here, this study contributes to the establishment of inverse-correlation of transcriptional profiles as a promising approach for drug discovery and repositioning. 6 Recent efforts have dramatically increased the number of drugs and cell types used in expression profile screening. As the successor of the Connectivity Map approach, the 'Library of Integrated Network-Based Cellular Signatures' (LINCS, http://www.lincscloud.org) program will make one of the largest collections of gene expression data accessible. LINCS collected over 1 million gene expression profiles from 77 distinct cell types perturbed with more than 20,000 chemical and genetic reagents. We believe that as data on more cell types and drugs become available, inverse gene expression profiling will prove useful in many other diseases and their subtypes. Moreover, gene expression profiling of individual patients, in combination with this enhanced collection of drug-induced profiles, should pave the way for personalized cancer therapy.
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